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Foreword

To all of the men who I was privileged to have fought alongside and to have led into 

battle: I had over the years since we had gone our separate ways always wondered what 

it would be like to see you all again, how would we have changed and what would we be 

like.

I have read countless non-fiction books on war and the relationships that the men 

have built up in the times of war and I had an inkling of what they were writing about. 

But as I grew older and as the opportunity presented itself u to make connections with 

some of you over the years, I slowly started seeing and feeling a bond of something. 

I remember bumping into Andy Prew at PMB University and having a pie at the 

Union with him. My boet was with me and Andy Prew said, ‘Mark, you saved our lives 

when you brought us back through that minefield.’ I noticed my boet look at me and just 

nod. Seeing Deon on another occasion in PMB and seeing how easy it was to just trust 

that there was no pretence around the greeting of each other.

Then Aubrey, the platoon sarge, whom I trusted completely and knew, had my back 

in all situations. 

Taking the decision to start putting a reunion together was for my own good as I had 

to see what had happened to all of you whom I had shared hardship with and trusted 

you with my life.

I’ve spoken to other Bats and platoon commanders and to date have yet to come 

across a platoon that was close as we were. I am also aware that Platoon 2 got split up 

and added to during the war but ultimately it was still the core of the unit and I think of 

Andre van Zyl and his section that got left in Novo Redondo - van Aardt, du Toit etc. .

In essence, what it boils down to is that we had something that others did not; others 

who had also done diensplig and I am not negating their own experiences, it’s just not 

often if at all that you see a group of men who know that what we went through changed 

our lives and made us who we are today.

My wish is that Kev’s book be published and become a best seller as this has SO MUCH 

personal stuff in the writing that it needs to be told. The characters of the members of 



that platoon is the gel that makes us appreciate each other in the latter part of our lives; 

everyone had their piece of that history and the interaction of the personalities is what 

makes it so important. The absurd shit we got up to is what makes the part of our time 

together so readable.

I also believe it is our duty to tell our sons and maybe daughters about what we 

went through so as they can appreciate why we are like we are today, and I know from 

experience it is far easier for them to hear it from a third party than from the horse’s 

mouth as it is lost through their own vision of their father.  

Take care all of you

Mark 



Introduction

Operation Savannah was the first large scale cross-border operation into Angola by the 

SADF (South African Defence Force) during the bush war.

It was a covert operation with a small SADF component supporting 

FNLA (National Front for the Liberation of Angola) and UNITA (National 

Union for the Total Independence of Angola) soldiers in their fight against 

FAPLA the military wing of the communist MPLA (Popular Movement for 

the Liberation of Angola) backed by Cuban forces and Russian Advisors. 

The SADF personnel posed as mercenaries and wore non-South African uniforms, having 

limited access to the usual resources such as artillery and combat aircraft. Initially, this 

small component signed secrecy documents, effectively relinquishing their rights to the 

Geneva Convention. The SAAF, however, provided logistical support to the operation by 

transporting supplies as well as, when required, medical evacuation.

The number of SADF troops grew rapidly until the operation became the largest 

deployment of South African troops since the Second World War. The operation was 

also supported, albeit not openly, by the USA through the CIA and surprisingly also by 

a number of prominent African leaders at the time.

Ops Savannah started in earnest during October 1975 and officially ended in March 

1976. The South African soldiers who were initially deployed were mostly 18/19 year old 

conscripted National Servicemen with elements who had volunteered for specialist units 

like the Parabats and the Recces. Most of them had no idea of what the operation was all 

about and simply followed orders from day to day. As the war progressed more and more 

servicemen in conventional units were deployed, with standard infantry and specialist 

units like artillery and armour, playing decisive roles in the campaign. 

Ops Savannah was initially fought on two fronts namely The Coastal Front (Task 

Force Zulu) and the Central Front (Foxbat). During the war this approach and the battle 

groups changed on an ongoing basis and at one time, there were three attacking fronts, 

along the coast, the central front and eastern side of Angola.  

The campaign was a combination of clandestine, unconventional warfare and there 

were notable conventional battles fought during this time;



Lt Col Jan Breytenbach leading battle group Zulu, earned the reputation as the 

Rommel of Angola by covering 3000km in 33 days, engaged in running battles up 

the western part of Angola. 

The defeat of the SADF/UNITA force at Ebo, in which an Eland 90 column and 

UNITA Infantry were ambushed by a combined Cuban/Fapla force, six or seven 

Eland armoured cars were lost and nearly 100 UNITA troops killed. Muddy 

conditions hampered the mobility of the armour. The South African politicians and 

SADF leadership kept this defeat secret from the South African population, and the 

truth only came out years later through reports and writings by those involved in 

the battle.

The defeat of the Cuban/MPLA forces at the Battle of Bridge 14 towards the end of 

the campaign. This battle is regarded by the SADF and the politicians of the time as 

a decisive and heroic battle. Many articles and stories were written about the Battle 

of Bridge 14, and the SABC with SADF help, even made a short re-enactment film 

about the battle after the campaign.

The capturing of the town of Luso (now called Luena) on the eastern front, where a 

FAPLA armoured bulldozer was encountered by the SADF.

By mid-December the South African Government had to deal with increasing 

international press criticism and a change in US policy. The withdrawal of the SADF 

forces was therefore based on political reasons much to the frustration of military 

leaders in the field who believed that Luanda was within their reach. That being said, 

by the time the campaign had reached this stage thousands of Cuban forces backed by 

Soviet weaponry and advisors were firmly entrenched in Angola, so a bloodbath had 

been avoided...



Map showing the extent of Operation Savannah
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Prologue 

The dark sky was just starting to show a glimmer of light faint colour when he began 

to move. The bush was soaked from the night’s rains and soon it wasn’t long before 

his clothes were drenched from brushing up against the vegetation. He held the small 

boy over his shoulder, draped like a sack of potatoes. He could smell the smoke from 

the kraal fire on the boy, the smell of countless African huts. He bore his burden with 

ease, his thin frame belying the strength he had, his muscles like cords under his dirty 

jacket. The small boy was a dead weight and. He slipped once on his way down to the 

river, dropping the boy on to the wet ground, picking  him up with effortlessly ease and 

making his way cautiously down to the river bank.

  

By the time he reached the river’s edge the sky was starting to turn grey and he could 

see the water, grey like the dawn, flowing like treacle, sluggish, as if the river was 

resisting waking to the new day. 

He placed the boy gently on the ground and as he placed the child’s lantern on the boy’s 

chest, disjointed random thoughts crossed his mind, images of burial rituals, tombs 

and artefacts. The lantern was a work of art hand-made out of old Coca Cola cans and 

clear plastic. Within the frame was contained a small stump of a candle, Long cold, 

its wick as black as ink. Like a child launching a toy boat, he pushed the boy gently 

into the river and as the current took hold, the body rolled over onto his its side, the 

lantern falling into the river with a soft plop. On an impulse he grabbed the lantern and 

tried to put it back on the boy’s chest, but the child body had already drifted out of his 

reach. The boy’s eyes stared at him, lifeless, accusingly, and the thin man regretted not 

having at least remembered to brush them closed when he could. Water poured into 

the boy’s mouth as the river accepted her bounty; the man turned, placing the lantern 

in the branches of a small tree; for no real reason, he just placed it there. He stood and 

watched the dawn, his face taking on a haggard aspect which belied his eighteen years.

He thought of the boy’s eyes as the river took him; and the man wept.



It was a rainy Cape morning, the wind blowing straight over Robben Island and 

bringing the rain with it. The alarm kept up its irritating squeak jingle and Kevin shut 

it off with a clumsy slap of his hand. Another day in sunny South Africa, he thought 

with disgust, heaving himself out of bed. Nicky had left; he could feel that her side 

of the bed was cold already; he hadn’t even heard her leave go. Must have been the 

damn beers last night, he thought as he staggered to the shower. He let the hot water 

sting him into wakefulness, shedding the shit feeling and the shit taste in his mouth. 

Getting dressed he made his way to the kitchen,

‘Hoi!’ he shouted. ‘Where are you all?’

‘They’ve gone shopping,’ yelled his son Warwick from the lounge. 

‘What with?’ Kevin retorted, ‘the bloody bank is dry! Jeez, what the hell,’ he thought. 

He made some toast, smeared a bit of marmite onto it and washed it down with a cup 

of crappy, “no name brand” instant coffee. He wandered off to his garage workshop to 

keep himself busy and to put his financial shit on the back burner. The place looked like 

hell, a mess. Maybe today was a good day for a bit of spring-cleaning, he told himself 

thought, looking round. Right, he decided, I’ll start with all of this old army crap stored 

for over thirty years, gathering dust and wasting all of this space. A time to clean the soul; 

thought Kevin loads of history up there in all those boxes, memories some good, many 

bad. Setting up the step ladder he began to pull the stuff down; boxes, kit bags, even an 

old emergency parachute. What hell possessed me to pinch that thing, he thought, as he 

watched the chute bounce off the dusty heap lying on the floor? He climbed down and 

started sorting through the boxes, boots, army browns ...To try and put that shirt on 

would be like squeezing your dick into an undersized condom, he thought with a wry 

smile, subconsciously rubbing his belly. Those were the days he thought, super fit, strong 

and truly believing you were indestructible. How wrong it all was what a fucking waste! 

As he went through it all he made a mental note, light a fire and burn the lot, sacrilege 

to have some bum walking around in his old army kit. He turned out the last kit bag 

and remembered what they called it the army, a “ballsak” or translated a “ball bag.” It 

brought a smile to his face, remembering all of the old army chirps. An image sprang to 

Chapter One: Flashback



mind, a red-faced, Permanent Force corporal yelling at him, hoarse of voice and red in 

the face. ‘You troop, look at me like that again and I’ll rip your head off and shit down 

your throat. What the fuck are you smiling at? Do I look like your sister the whore?’                                                                          

He shook the kit bag hard and then he heard it a small clink, clink, clink followed by 

a rolling sound, a glimpse of something rolling under the workbench, a blue glint as it 

disappeared. Bloody hell! It can’t be, Kevin thought as he descended the ladder in two 

quick bounds. Getting to his knees he looked under the workbench and could faintly see 

it lying there in the sawdust as if flipping him the bird. Picking up a scrap piece of wood 

he scraped it out and picked it up, rolling it between his fingers in wonder, not noticing 

the bits of sawdust stuck to his fingers.

Kevin rolled it between his fingers, not noticing the bits of earth stuck to his fingers. 

The size of an apricot, it glinted faint hints of blue light; he could see the pink colours of 

the dawn refracted through its centre.

‘Hey Prewsky,’ Kevin whispered to Andy, ‘I think I found a diamond!’ ’Let’s check?’ 

Whispered Andy replied softly. Kevin flipped tossed it over to Andy Prew who caught it 

deftly with his left hand. He rolled it over a few times in his fingers, flipping throwing it 

from hand to hand as if testing its weight.

‘Crap, KD, it’s just a shiny rock,’ responded Andy and then in typical, irritating 

Prew fashion, he flipped it down the side of the hill.  ‘You know what Prew, you’re a real 

cunt!’

 Kevin responded as he carefully crawled down to retrieve it. ‘Hey, you two,’ called the 

Loot in a hoarse whisper, ‘you are going to get the lot of us shot and if we are compromised 

because of your kak I’ll be the first to double tap you, so shut the fuck up!’

Kevin didn’t respond as he crawled silently back into position, giving the bird at 

to Andy who gave him a really shitty smirk in response. He slipped the stone into 

his webbing and with the rest of them watched the sun begin its battle with the mist.  

Kevin could never get over the beauty of Angola. The fog lay dense in the lower ground 

on the bottom of the valleys like a thick, grey snake, an old African puff adder. The 

hills and mountain tops were pink in the early morning, rolling away into the distance 

towards Luanda. They lay silently, the fog deadening sound as if they were in a world 

enveloped in cotton wool. The five of them had walked for eight days, anti-tracking as 

they had been taught, removing all traces of their progress until they had reached the hill 

and climbed three quarters up to the peak. There they had silently built their hides and 

for nearly a week had been waiting for Cuban movement and seen nothing yet.                                                                          

‘Prew,’ Kevin whispered, ‘I’m getting gatvol of this mountain.’                                                                                             

‘Me too,’ responded Andy. ‘I’m sick of this hill and of you as well.’



‘Thanks boy, I fucking love you too,’ Kevin replied.  ‘We’re wasting our bloody time. 

The intelligence is crap as usual. All those boys do is sit in a comfortable office in HQ 

and stuff up the information blokes like us we give them, turning good stuff into shit!’                                                                        

‘Only one more day and we can get the hell out of here, get back to Cela1 eat some real 

food and ballasbak, I’m sick fed up with rat-packs!’

They lapsed into silence. Sitting on a hill like a bunch of baboons, Kevin thought. It 

seemed only yesterday that he and Andy had volunteered for paratrooper training. Both 

did their basics in the same infantry unit and both had volunteered on the same day. It 

wasn’t long before they had soon after become as thick as thieves and it remained so ever 

since.  And so the day dragged on, each man taking the watch in turn, scanning the road 

and the trees below; the binoculars leaving  red rings under their eyes. Another shit day 

in Africa and one to forget, thought Kevin.

That night they again heard the deep boom of artillery in the distance, like thunder 

in the night sky. Glad we are not on the receiving end of that, thought Kevin; every night 

the rain, mosquitoes and some poor bastards getting revved, almost always in that order. 

The next morning dawned arrived, watching the dawn and bringing with it the same 

routine; just this time there was an upbeat feel about the day ahead. The word had gone 

out that the boys were moving out; until tosspot Lieutenant Kallie put a stinking lid on it. 

‘SITREP boys,’ he whispered, ‘shit news. We have to stay longer. I just got the order now; 

another three days at least!’ He looked at the four of them and for once he didn’t have 

anything cute sarcastic to add. He simply crawled back to his hole. 

‘I think he is as pissed off as we are,’ remarked Andy.

‘No smart-arse comment from him this time.’ ‘Check the two Dutchies; 

they are also the hell in,’ remarked Kevin, referring to Lappies and Jan, the 

two Afrikaans boys with them on the hill. ‘We’re screwed, Prew, there just 

about no rats left. I’m going to starve to death on this bloody hill,’ he moaned.  

‘We’ll eat lizards and berries. We are the cream of the army, KD, trained to live off the 

land,’ stated Andy, playing the usual windup artist. ‘Well, like cream, shit also floats on 

water and in any case you’ll be OK, Prew, you’re a fat little fuck with lots of storage to live 

off. I’m the skinny one, boet, I’m going to die first,’ Kevin whined. 

‘That’s OK,’ replied Prew, ‘When you’re dead I’ll eat your calf muscles first. I read that 

if you have to eat a person to survive then eat the parts like calf leg muscles, biceps and 

so on.’

‘I’ve got a better plan, let’s shoot the Loot and we rather graze him,’ chirped Kevin.

1.The Cuban forces were driven out of Cela by a combined UNITA and FNLA operation. It became the only position north of 
the river Cuvo under the control of the invading forces. Had that not been the case, the bridge over the river would have been 
destroyed, thus denying the invaders to cross over. (Angola the Failure of Operation Savannah 1975, Miguel Junior)



 ‘That fucker will taste like shit!’ was the instant response from Andy. 

Kevin chuckled and so the conversation went on, typical of all young men beset by 

boredom; the difference being that these were jaded young men at war, seeking diversion, 

escapism and making light of the bad times.

The rations ran out two days later and soon the mood began to change.

To make matters worse luckily the rain was frequent; every late afternoon and early 

evening the rain poured down in buckets, and soaked everything. It was demoralizing. 

The nights were long and wet. Miserable and drenched to the bone, they lay shivering in 

their bivvies (bivouacs). 

After a while the wind came up from the east and began to chased the clouds across 

the night sky; and it was not too long before the clouds gave up the fight, leaving the sky 

clear and the stars bright enough to light lit up the ground.

‘Check next to Orion’s belt, Prew, those three stars.’

‘Looks like a bully beef can, brother, with its lid half open.’ observed Kevin. 

‘You’re right KD, but now you’ve made me hungry,’ groaned Andy.

‘That’s the last damn thing I needed to hear. Shit man, my guts are touching 

my spine. If we don’t move out tomorrow we’re going starve to death up here!’ 

Both men dropped off to sleep, wet and miserable, it was a fitful night. The next 

morning arrived, bringing the same routine. Then an hour later the Loot simply 

said in true Para parlance ‘That’s it, we’re out of here. Stand up, hook up! They’ve 

pissed me off, expecting us to sit up here like bloody baboons on a hill until 

we starve to death. Prew, Vos, decide which of you are on point!’ he ordered. 

Kevin wanted to suppressed his protest objection as to ‘Why us and not the others’, but 

instead looked Andy in the eye.

‘Ching, chong, cha! Rock, paper, scissors, best out of three,’ he whispered. Andy braced 

himself and the two of them, fists behind their backs, set about settling it democratically. 

Ching, chong, cha, Andy paper, Kevin rock, Andy one up. Ching, chong, cha, Kevin 

paper, Andy scissors.

 ‘Shit Prew, you’ve won!’ Kevin groaned as he hoisted his kit onto his back. Checking 

his that his rifle had one up the spout and that the safety was on due to the rough terrain, 

Kevin began to move down the hill silently. He scrabbled from rock to scrub to rock, his 

eyes scanning left to right, keeping his eyes moving in arcs, looking into the bush and 

scrub, not at them but into them so that you could see anyone hiding within. Regularly 

he cast his eyes down on, sweeping the ground to ensure no earth had been disturbed, 

watching carefully for loose earth, footprints, anything which could spell danger, looking 

for evidence to indicate the presence of anti-personnel mines.
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